One can find many reasons for visiting the complex of buildings of the State Castle and Château of Krumlov in South Bohemia (Czech Republic) with a unique example of a baroque theatre whose original furnishings have been preserved in almost their complete entirety, as well as the "Masquerade Hall" with illusive paintings by Viennese painter Josef Lederer dating from 1748.
This well-preserved court residence dating from the 16th to the 18th centuries, which is included to the list of UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Monuments, ranks among Europe's most important sights. Moreover, the conservation project to preserve the castle has set new standards of Czech monument care and is appreciated as an excellent example of a respectful approach to conservation. This is reflected in the fact that it has twice been The bureau à cylindre of the Schwarzenberg furniture collection at Krumlov Castle (inv. no. CK 3375) was created c. 1775 in Neuwied, Germany, in David Roentgen's manufactory, and it represents the design of a desk that was typical for this company's luxury production during the 1770s and 1780s 5 . The writing table with late rococo morphology is framed on a rectangular platform on four slender, slightly ogee legs, with a characteristic extension piece featuring a quarter-cylinder roller shield. The forefront of the corpus is slightly convexconcave undulated, structured by a drawer in the centre, and on the outer axes by a doublet of smaller drawers. The sector of the writing table with the roller shield, which is mechanically connected to the extension and retraction of the writing desk, conceals compartments for storing documents and a pair of narrow drawers on both sides of the interior, designed for storing valuables.
The formal design of the Krumlov writing desk, including its authentic metal parts, has its particular analogies which can be traced in the Roentgen workshop's production from the late 1760s to the 1770s. This bureau belongs to an assortment of less than ten known Roentgen rolltop desks of early design, created still in the fading rococo style. One of its close analogies is the Zylinderbureau in the collections of the Kunstgewerbemuseum, SK Dresden, in Pillnitz Castle (inv. no. 37 349) from the Elector's collection in Moritzburg Castle and made by David Roentgen's manufactory c. 1778. This unsigned mechanical cylinder bureau is very similar in shape and has a similar type of marquetry with chinoiserie inspired by the graphic work of Jean Pillement (the same motif was used on the bureau owned by Marie Antoinette) 6 . Another analogous Zylinderbureau, which is clearly signed by Roentgen in one of the inlays, was formerly in the possession of the Kunstgewerbemuseum, SM Berlin (inv. no. 1926,15), c. 1771-1773. 7 A piece of almost identical shape is in a private collection in northern Germany, but is made of mahogany and lacks any inlay decoration 8 . The Krumlov bureau has authentic metal parts (these affirm its origin in the Roentgen workshop's rococo production), and among other things also giltbronze rocaille mounts on the "knees" of the screw cabriole legs. The same have been used on an "architect's" table dating from 1765-1768 and owned by Otto von Mitzlaff (Schloss Wächtersbach) 9 . These decorative metal ornaments also cover the connecting points of the detachable/screw legs -a constructional element used by Roentgen for tables of this style.
An elaborate marquetry on the cylinder shield dominates the Krumlov table. It was made using the "à la mosaïque" diminutive technique which is characteristic of Roentgen's production since the late 1760s 10 . It depicts its subject in "façon de la Chine" with the motif of a Chinese snake charmer, a kneeling servant and a lady looking on. In the foreground, there is a small bridge and a parasol set aside not far off. On the right, there is a table on slender legs with a ready teapot and cup. The background features a cluster of palm trees and a Chinese pavilion. Two parrots complete the composition.
This exotic scene, which originates from contemporary graphic compendia of chinoiserie motifs, has direct equivalents in Roentgen's works from the 1770s (as well as inlay motifs of flower festoonery with ribbons which decorate the fronts of the drawers and the sides of the desk). A small number of luxury desks were made during this period and decorated with inlays inspired by similar chinoiserie motifs which oscillated between the late rococo and early Neoclassicism. The finest of this group is one of David Roentgen's masterpiecesthe Neoclassical bureau à cylindre owned by Marie Antoinette and made in the late 1770s (Kunstgewerbemuseum, SM Berlin, inv. no. 1910,49) 11 . Its other production variants can be found at the Hermitage in St Petersburg (inv. no. E 5.090) and feature pictorial marquetry motifs compiled from Jean Pillement's chinoiseries (fol. 39, 40, 42). In 1760, these motifs were published in a popular pattern compendium, The Ladies Amusement or Whole Art of Japanning Made Easy by Robert Sayer, a London publisher 12 . The workshop later used the same composition to decorate a number of other tables 13 . The resulting pictorial compositions used by the workshop originate from trained painters such as Januarius Zick and Johannes Juncker. It appears that the models by Jean Pillement (1728-1803) were those that most influenced the style of the chinoiseries and possibly also the floral motifs of inlays created in the Roentgen workshop. This thematic group of Roentgen works also includes the late rococo desk at Krumlov Castle, and the exotically stylised marquetry on its cylinder / rolltop -similar to the style of J. Pillement's chinoiseries -ranks among to the best pieces there. The same "façon de la Chine" composition with the motif of a snake charmer was mounted (slightly reduced) on the lift up rectangular top of an architect's table dating from the first half of the 1770s (Kunstgewerbemuseum, SM Berlin, inv. no. 1912,80) 14 . This motif was also used on a pair of game tables which Roentgen sold to Charles Alexander of Lorraine in 1775, 15 and on a second pair of game tables from the Elector's Little Pheasant Castle in Moritzburg 16 . Another motif which enriches the Krumlov rolltop desk and is typical for Roentgen's work from that period are flower-swags splendidly elaborated "à la mosaique" using as the dominant flowers rose and convolvulus althaeoides and arranged with delicate ribbons on the sides of the corpus and the fronts of drawers. These compositions were also presumably inspired by Robert Sayer's pattern compendium with similarly stylised flowers and flower arrangements to those of Jean Pillement (these were often combined with chinoiserie motifs). 17 Analogous examples of the Blumenbouquets can be found on several other desks and tables from Roentgen's workshop -e.g. on the sides and rolltop of the early Neoclassical Zylinderbureau in the collection of the Kunstgewerbemuseum Berlin (inv. no. W-1989,40), originally from the Paris collection of J. Doucet, 18 and in the decorations of the Zylinderbureau from the Munich Residence dating from 1773. 19 There is some archival evidence of collaboration on these floral marquetries with engraver Elie Gervais from Neuwied and his journeyman, Raillard, who made four "Blumenzeichnungen" in 1771. 20 In the autumn of 1773, the firm was charged for an engraving of a large rose. 21 The Krumlov desk has survived for centuries in admirably authentic condition and has never been restored except for minor interventions. The circumstances under which this rare piece became part of Krumlov Castle's furnishings remain somewhat unclear, however. It would not be surprising at all if the desk had been ordered from the Roentgen manufactory by Joseph Adam zu Schwarzenberg (1722-1782) himself. He held an important post in the Imperial Court in Vienna as the highest court tutor of Empress Maria Theresa and later also of Emperor Joseph II, and transformed Krumlov Castle into a residence in late baroque style with lively social and artistic operations. 22 The bureau à cylindre cannot be found in the Krumlov inventory of 1844, however, and thus it is more likely that this acquisition was ushered in by the attractive Princess Eleonore, a prominent aristocrat and lover of art, who (before 1873) commissioned a portrait of herself from the renowned Hans Makart against the background of a sumptuous Augsburg cabinet dating from the first third of the 17 th century. This temperamental collector and anglophile initiator of the historicising reconstruction of the baroque Hluboká Château ("for whose dominant position, age and associated historical memories the medieval style is very well suited...") 23 had several major opportunities to acquire important works of art. She accompanied her husband, Johann Adolf II zu Schwarzenberg, on diplomatic missions in the service of the Habsburg Court -in 1835 to the Prussian Court in Berlin, in 1838 to England for Queen Victoria's coronation, and later to Paris and elsewhere. . The desk at Krumlov Castle is not signed by the workshop in Neuwied, but the Roentgen manufactory's production of luxury furniture reached a few hundred pieces per year and was far from thoroughly signed. The name of the maker used to be set in the marquetry, and during the period when David Roentgen supplied furniture to the French market he signed his works on the bottom with a steel stamping die ("D.ROENTGEN") in accordance with the requirements of the Parisian guild. 6 7 The two rolltop desks are strikingly similar in shape and are identical in certain details including the metal parts among other details -gilded brass grab handles on the draw-out desk, brass fittings on the escutcheon plates on the table's sides, application of brass pressed plate to the drawer fronts. Also analogous is a faceta on the inner side of the legs which is covered with a veneer band. During World War II, the Berlin 
